
The trThe troopoop
by Nick Cutter
Leading a troop of boys into the Canadian
wilderness for a traditional weekend
camping trip, scoutmaster Tim Riggs
encounters a disturbing, voraciously
hungry intruder in the woods who infects
the troop with a bioengineered disease.

The deepThe deep
by Nick Cutter
When a seemingly miraculous healing
agent is discovered in the Pacific in the
wake of a devastating plague, a team of
brave heroes descends through pitch-
black waters to an incommunicado
research lab in the ocean deep

The hatThe hatching : a noching : a novvelel
by Ezekiel Boone
A series of bizarre manifestations around
the world, from a human-eating black
mass in the Peru jungle and a baffling
plane crash in America to unusual seismic
patterns in Kanpur and a nuclear accident
in China, lead to the discovery of the

emergence of an ancient dormant species.

SkittSkitter : a noer : a novvelel
by Ezekiel Boone
Millions of people are dead across the
globe after mysterious flesh-eating spiders
have marched through countless cities
and a glowing egg sack the size of a truck
appears in Japan, in this follow-up to
Hatching.

ExtrExtreme makeme makeoeovver :er :
apocalypse editionapocalypse edition
by Dan Wells
A satirical tale of suspense by the best-
selling author of I Am Not a Serial Killer
follows the experiences of a scientist from
a health and beauty company who is
horrified to discover that his employer's
new hand lotion is overwriting DNA.
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SCIENCE FICTION
THE BEST OF SCIENCE AT ITS WORST

InInvvasivasive : a noe : a novvelel
by Chuck Wendig
An FBI consultant who works to identify
unexpected and cutting-edge threats embarks
on a terrifying chase to a secret laboratory
after a billionaire inventor is suspected of
weaponizing the natural world in a very
unnatural way

The MThe Mistist
by Stephen King
The Mist tells of a leak from a military
research facility, a mist that slowly drifts
across the landscape. Within that deadly
cloud are not only strange, ravenous
creatures, but a whole new dimension of
terror and death.

NNormalormal
by Warren Ellis
In a world dominated by strategists who would
safeguard and prepare against a vague and
imminent apocalypse, burned-out strategist
Adam Dearden is swept up by the mysterious
disappearance of a locked-in patient and a
conspiracy that challenges his society's entire
way of life.

BorneBorne
by Jeff VanderMeer
In a ruined, nameless city of the future, a
scavenger named Rachel finds a creature
named Borne, a leftover from a biotech
firm called The Company, and she takes it
back to her underground lair, where she
must shield it from her drug-dealer

boyfriend, Wick

Oryx and CrOryx and Crakake : a noe : a novvelel
by Margaret Atwood
A new work by the Booker Prize-winning
author of The Blind Assassin and Alias
Grace is set in a future world that has been
devastated by a series of ecological and
scientific disasters.

The YThe Year oear of the Floodf the Flood
by Margaret Atwood
When a natural disaster predicted by God's
Gardeners leader Adam One obliterates
most human life, two survivors trapped
inside respective establishments that
metaphorically represent paradise and hell
wonder if any of their loved ones have

survived, while the outside world is overcome by gene-
spliced life forms.
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